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Giving Tuesday
Tue, 2012-11-27 15:09 — Robin Olson
With all the shopping madness ramping up and the rush to get ready for the Holidays, it's lovely that
organizations who really need the help, have their chance today with Giving Tuesday [1].
My Non-profit rescue group, Kitten Associates [2], has been blessed with an early number of donations of food, treats and toys
that came in after we broke the news about our Amazon Wishlist two weeks ago.

There's still LOADS of things we really need and the list grows weekly. We blow through food
at an amazing pace and toys have to be discarded to prevent spreading diseases between the
groups of foster kitties.

Simply click here or on the graphic, above, to be whisked away to our Amazon Wishlist. [3]
What I love about our Wishlist is it allows YOU to choose what we get and there are items at just about every price
point. We'd love your help and you'll see, below, how our kittens feel about your donations, too!
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©2012 Robin A.F. Olson. Woah! This is WAY bigger than what we even asked for! Yipee!

There are few feelings that are as precious as giving help to someone who needs it. Thank you for helping us be part of
Giving Tuesday. I hope you'll enjoy the special video I created to honor today.

©2012 Robin A.F. Olson. Not even the DOOD is sure how to put it together, though.
This is a riot!

©2012 Robin A.F. Olson.
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©2012 Robin A.F. Olson. The energy in the room increased tenfold after the cat tree was in place. The kittens LOVE IT! Thank
you Tereza & Larry for donating it to us!
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Comments
Tue, 2012-11-27 16:20 — Connie & The Crew (not verified)

what an awesome donation!

[15]

[16]

what an awesome donation! I'm sure it will be well loved.
Tue, 2012-11-27 19:28 — jmuhj (not verified)

RE: NEW CAT TREE!!!

[17]

Whee! This looks like more than enough fun for everyone -- and in leopard print and sisal, how could anyone resist? It's been
DOOD-Approved, so it MUST be wonderful! :)
Thu, 2012-11-29 19:09 — Laurie McRae (not verified)

"PAWSOME" Donation

[18]

What a "PAWSOME" donation the new cat tree is! SO happy for The DOOD & his foster brother's & sisters that they/you
received such a generous & glorious donation that will provide them with HOURS of entertainment!
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